CCC REPRINTS
SERVICES HELP YOU:

Get high-quality
article reprints
Cut operational costs

CCC Reprints Services
Get High-Quality Article Reprints and ePrints for Your Organization

CHALLENGE
Article reprints are an essential educational and promotional resource for physicians,
marketers and brand managers in your organization, but the resources needed
to coordinate reprints requests from these various groups, communicate with
individual publishers to obtain quotes, generate purchase orders, and manage
delivery and billing creates significant operational burden and expense.

SOLUTION
CCC’s Reprints Services works with organizations to centralize and streamline
reprints by providing full-service management and fulfillment of bulk article reprints
and ePrints. Our experienced reprints team works with the world's leading STM
content providers to ensure copyright compliance for article reuse and global
production teams to ensure high-quality printing, dependable delivery and concise
billing. CCC handles everything from pricing, custom production and distribution
to tracking and billing.

Manage copyright
compliance

FEATURES
Reprints
• High quality commercial reprints of journal articles in bulk quantities
• U.S. and European printing, distribution and storage
• Order customization
• Custom shrink-wrapping and repackaging options
• Shipping management and tracking
• Coordination of reprints requests across multiple offices and/or departments
ePrints
• Emailed links to secured journal articles
• Insights into article usage, analytics and reporting
• Sunshine Act reporting functionality

WHY CCC?
CCC Reprints Services give you:
• Access to a dedicated team of reprints specialists to manage all of your reprints needs
• One point-of-contact for all articles and publishers
• Detailed quotes, production, tracking, delivery and billing for each request
• A global production team who manages order fulfillment close to the customer, resulting
in faster turnaround time and lower shipping costs
• Consolidated group orders for customers with affiliate offices worldwide

SERVICE DETAILS
• Bulk orders can be distributed in small quantities to worldwide affiliates, offices,
warehouses, conference locations, and hotels
• Invoices can be directed to individual affiliates globally
• Standard delivery of reprints: 3-4 weeks where available
• Rush delivery of reprints: 1-2 weeks where available

Copyright Clearance Center (CCC)
builds unique solutions that connect
content and rights in contextually
relevant ways through software and
professional services. CCC helps
people navigate vast amounts of
data to discover actionable insights,
enabling them to innovate and make
informed decisions. CCC, with its
subsidiaries RightsDirect and Ixxus,
collaborates with customers to
advance how data and information
is integrated, accessed, and shared
while setting the standard for
effective copyright solutions that
accelerate knowledge and power
innovation. CCC is headquartered in
Danvers, Mass. and has offices across
North America, Europe and Asia.
To learn more about CCC, visit
www.copyright.com.

• Special requests: CCC can often accommodate special customer deadlines
and circumstances
• Reprints are printed on high-quality glossy paper in compliance with publisher
specifications, shipped in shrink-wrapped bundles
• CCC handles all customs paperwork related to shipping

LEARN MORE

Find out how Reprints Services
from CCC can help your
organization get high quality
reprints, cut operational costs and
manage copyright compliance.
+1.978.750.8440
info@copyright.com
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